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mg Star
Just where the blue begins
And smouldering fire dies
Your ever changing censor swings,
A lone priest in the skies
With prayers for night.
Recaller of the summer air
All heavy with the rose,
A trembling song, a twilight prayer.
The weary eyes of day you close
With memory.
You see the world I cannot know.
The heights I can but dream,
As you drift where the pale clouds blow
Aloft 'twixt heaven and me,
A silver keel.
Bathed in misty light,
I float adrift with thee
O'er the red crater of the sun
In the blueness of a shining sea
Of sunset sky.
Forgetting, like the lark, the world below.
Only the widening song of heaven
Let the gentle night wind blow
On silv'ry moonlit clouds
Adrift with thee.
I am alone with thee.
My life lilts out afar.
Calm spirit of the evening sky,
Thou art to me no star.
Thou art a soul! —Parke Morris.
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HIS IS the age of progress. The motto of this
century seems to be, "Out with the old, in
with the new." Yet the solution of this
problem which stands before us today and
which would mean such a step from the old
order has been dreamed of by the greatest
minds of times past—the problem of uni-
-J versal peace.
It is the duty, as well as the opportunity, of the public
schools of this generation to help solve this problem.
The question before the schools today is not, "Shall we
educate for citizenship?" but rather, "What kind of citizens
shall we educate our children to be?" For whether it
wishes to assume the responsibility of education for citizen-
ship or not, the school has the responsibility thrust upon
it. And so it is clearly the duty of the school to see that
the citizen it produces be of the best possible quality.
In the trudging school boy of today we behold the mer-
chant, inventor, politician, or statesman of tomorrow. In
a few years he will hold the power of this nation in his
hands. It is, therefore, the duty of the school, which is
one of the greatest factors in the child's development, to
see that the power he wields will be for good.
The opportunities of the school for the development of
the idea of universal peace are many and varied. There
is scarcely a subject in the school curriculum which will
not lend itself to the furtherance of this idea.
A debate, taking up some phase of this subject, could
be arranged as a program for May 18, Peace Day. It
should be kept in mind, however, that the question for
debate should not necessitate either side to debate in favor
of war. For if a person does not believe in the begin-
ning in the position he has assumed, he certainly does
before he finishes and, therefore, it would defeat the
aim of the debate to have one side a firm believer in war
because of the debate. Also, an essay on a subject such
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as, "The Development of Peace" or "The Work of the
Hague Peace Conferences," could be written for such a
program.
As one of the great problems of universal peace and of
the establishing of an international tribunal is to get some
good practical plan that will be fair to and satisfy all
nations, a prize might be awarded to the pupil who brought
in the best practical plan. In this way not only the pupils
but also the patrons of the school would be reached. The
children of a family always get the rest of the family in-
terested in any contest they are working on and so the
attention of the parents would certainly be called to this
great problem. If in this plan, that the children bring in,
the countries are to be represented according to popula-
tion, in the Geography class the teacher could have the
children find out how many representatives each country
should have.
The History class is full of opportunities for developing
this subject. The effect of war on a race can be traced.
The fall of Rome was due chiefly to the fact that the highest
type of Roman civilization was sent to the wars and killed,
while the inferior type remained at home to have charge
of affairs. It is also said that the average height of French-
men was reduced one inch by the Napoleonic wars. While
the teacher should not under value the greatness of Caesar,
Napoleon, and Washington, she should at least raise to as
high a pinnacle such men as Luther, Jefferson, and Edison.
She can show that civilization advances only in times of
peace.
In the play ground, the children could have a tribunal
to settle their disputes. In this way, fighting would be
done away with and the children would be putting into
practice the principles learned. It would also teach the
children self-control and submission to right rather than
might. And certainly individuals must learn this theory
before a nation should be expected to have it, because a
nation is made up of individuals.
The teacher must be very tactful in the way she treats
this subject. It should be kept in mind by the teacher in
all of her work and touched upon incidentally whenever
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the opportunity offers, but it should not be harped upon
continually lest the children grow not only tired but openly
antagonistic toward it.
Today the nations are not ready for universal peace.
They have accepted it in theory, but it will take educa-
tion to make them proficient in the practical application
of these theories. It is, therefore, the opportunity and
duty of the schools to prepare the nation for the acceptance
of this idea, so that it will not be many years before all
nations will be living together in universal brotherhood
and thus actually be fulfilling the highest plan of their
Creator.
•
—
Annie Banks.
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A Srag^Jig nf iErrora
Scene I. Senior Class Meeting
{Chaos and confusion)
Sallie (jumping up)—Does anyone know what this meet-
ing is for? Who knows?
Fannie—Hope it isn't about those old invitations.
Chorus of Voices—I do too!
Another Senior— I bet it's to elect some officers for the
annual.
Still another Senior—What are you talking about ? We've
elected enough officers for anything on earth
!
Antoinette{gleefully)—You are all wrong! I know exactly
what it's for, because Eva told me, but I'm not going to
tell a soul.
Fannie {sarcastically)—It's a wonder.
Chorus of Voices {excitedly)—Is it about the Seniors
talking with Hampden-Sidney boys down town? Is it
statistics?
Antoinette—Here comes Eva.
{Enter President)
President—Please everybody be quiet and don't every-
one try to talk at once. First of all, we are going to vote
on statistics. The list is on the blackboard and opposite
each put the girl you want.
Evelyn H.—I move that we nominate the girls.
Jennie—I second the motion.
President—It has been moved and seconded that we
nominate the girls. All in favor of this will please rise.
{Girls rise) All in favor of the first way will now rise.
{Crowd rises) The first way has it, so you may proceed
to vote. {Buzz ensues and much voting goes on)
Fannie S.—Who are you voting for—the prettiest?
Evelyn—I haven't quite decided. I don't think there
are lots of pretty girls in the class.
Fannie G.—^Who was that said I was the best all round?
Antoinette—They didn't say you; they said me. I
distinctly heard them. {Squabble begins)
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President—I guess everyone has finished voting. Kath-
eryn,you and Margaret collect the votes.
One Senior {to several others)—I don't see why you think
she's so smart. She studies all the time.
Other Senior—Well, how are you going to be smart
down here if you don't study. Please tell me that.
President—The next matter is very important. The
play's the thing, you know.
Chorus—Are we going to have a play?
President—That's what you decided on last meeting.
I'm going to appoint a committee to work it up. These
are the ones: Parke, Chairman; Antoinette, Lucy, Fannie,
Elsie, and Sallie.
Girls (horrified)—You mean for us to write the play?
President—Yes, all of you are capable. If there is no
other business, the meeting is now adjourned.
{All is confusion again, as girls go out. One girl starts
tune, "We're the Seniors," and all take it up.)
We're the Seniors,
We're the Seniors,
We're the Seniors
Of this old school.
Scene II. School girVs room.
{Several girls sitting around table, writing busily ; one on
trunk, another one in front of mirror)
Parke {looking up from writing)—I don't see why I was
put on this thing. I don't know any more about a play
than
—
Antoinette—Somebody's fishin'. But it's a shallow
pool, my dear.
Sallie—Oh, do come on, girls. Stop your talking and
get to work.
Elsie {in front of mirror)—Have you all heard the latest?
{All look at Elsie)—WhsLt is it?
Elsie—It's a secret and I ought not to tell it. {In a
stage whisper)—^Two of the Seniors have had their privi-
leges taken away!
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Lucy—Chestnuts! I heard about that this morning.
They deserve it; they shouldn't be always running after
those Hampden
Parke—Oh, do stop gossiping and think about this play.
We only have a week and besides I've got that debate
on hand.
Antoinette—Speaking of debates, the Juniors think they
are doing great things. That's a wonderful debate they
are going
—
Sallie—Sh! Here come some of them. Put up your
work. Don't let them see. {Knock is heard at door)
{String of girls bursts into room while Seniors are busily
putting away writing)
Junior—What are you all doing? You look dreadfully
mysterious. {Turns to others.) I bet they are fixing
something for the annual. {Girls crowd around table and
try to find out what the Seniors are doing.)
Sallie {with much spirit)—I don't see what you all want
to do this way for. Yes, we are busy about something
and we'll be perfectly frank and tell you we don't want
you to see it. So there!
Mary {haughtily)—I'm sure we haven't the least desire.
Come on, girls, let's go. {All sail out with their noses stuck
in the air)
Elsie—Now, Sallie, look what you've gone and done.
Of course the whole Junior class will be furious with us.
Lucy—And they'll try to find the play! Oh! Horrors!
Suppose they do!
Parke—We will just have to keep it under lock and key
and no one must let out the secret.
Elsie—You hear that, Antoinette?
Antoinette {indignantly)—I guess I can keep a secret as
well as you.
{Seniors resume writing)
Fannie—I'm getting a dandy plot worked out here but
I don't know how it's going to fit into the play.
Sallie—I say, let's get a name before we go any further.
How about "Love vs. Honor?"
Lucy—I don't like that. I thought of one. Let's call
it "The Senior's Awakening," and let it be about a Senior
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awakening to her duty, or something like that—and—and
{she halts).
Parke—^What next?
Lucy—^That's as far as my train of thought could go.
Can't think of any more. Let's call in Florence and Louise
to help. They might give us some ideas.
Fannie—Keen! Go get them.
{Lucy departs and returns with Florence and Louise^
Florence—What do you want with us?
Girls—We want you to help us suggest a name and plot
for the Senior play.
Louise {sarcastically)—You'd just as well have an "Old
Maids' Convention" because you can't have any men
in it.
Florence—How about a mid-night feast?
Girls—No, no, that subject is too worn out. We want
something purely original.
Parke—Eureka! I have it. Let's call it "The Chas-
tisement of Betty." I'll outline the plot for you.
{All crowd around her)
Elsie—Great!
A ntoinette—Love-a-ly
!
Girls—You're a trump, Parke. That's going to be the
hit of the season.
Sallie—I'm so glad you brought in "Germs."
{Bell is heard ringing. All jump up and begin rushing
around.)
Lucy—I had no idea it was so near supper time and you
don't have any time to get there now. Girls, hurry!
hurry!
{All make a mad rush out of the room, laughing and scream-
ing as they go.)
Scene III. Same as before
{Two girls in room)
Sallie {busily searching)—I'm positive I put the play in
this bureau.
Elizabeth—I'll look on the book-shelf. Maybe it's
there. {Begins pulling down books, etc.) I don't see any-
thing of it.
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Sallie—I'm getting desperate,
Elizabeth—The girls are all waiting for the play and it
has to be sent to the printer this week to have the copies
made. {Begins pulling up rugs, chairs, etc.) It's not under
any of these. I'll look out of the window. (Looks) No,
it's not out there. That play is gone!
(Elizabeth sinks down on the cozy corner; Sallie follows
suit, and both burst into violent weeping.)
(Knock is heard at door)
Sallie—Here they come! what shall I tell them? Come
in! (Enter Antoinette)
Antoinette—Why on earth don't you bring the play?
There we've been waiting an hour and here you are up
here
—
(looks at them). Crying! (ru7is over to cozy corner).
Please tell we what it's about.
Sallie (between sobs)—It's—it's—about—that—old p
—
play (weeps more).
Antoinette—The play! Why that's all right. It's going
to be simply grand.
Elizabeth—That's just what we are crying about. It's
Sallie—Gone! We've searched this room from the
cracks of the floor to the ceiling and there's not a sign of
the play.
Antoinette—Oh, goodness, whoever heard of such a calam-
ity? Let me go call the rest of the crowd.
(Exit Antoinette. Sallie and Elizabeth continue to weep.
Parke, Lucy, Fannie and Antoinette all burst into room,
looking very desperate. Everyone asking questions at once)
Parke—We simply haven't time to write another play.
We'll just have to find this one. Have any of you any
ideas?
(All look aghast)
Fannie—It's the worst thing that ever happened to
the Senior class. Wonder where it can be!
Elizabeth—Maybe the rats chewed it up.
Lucy (very dramatic)—Do you all remember what we
said about the Juniors? Do you think they could be
playing a joke on us?
Antoinette—I bet they are.
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Parke—I hardly think they would have meddled with
the play. Anyway we can investigate. I'm at my wit's
end.
{All look very disconsolate; some begin to weep)
Sallie—Girls, don't let's take it so hard. I believe we
are going to find the play, and if we don't
—
Fannie—Let's get a detective! Won't that be fun!
A young and good-looking one.
Lucy—We'll be just like people in a book. And some-
body must fall in love with him.
Antoinette—I speak to be the one.
Fannie—No, let me. I thought of getting him.
Parke—For heaven's sake be quiet! You are worse
than the men of Gotham {disgustedly). Who wants a
detective?
Elizabeth—Well, we've got to act and act quickly,
detective or not. If the Juniors stole
—
Sallie—No, not stole.
Elizabeth—Swiped, then.
Sallie—That's a little better.
Antoinette—Some Seniors, smart,
To do their part,
Wrote a play so nice.
Some Juniors gay
Swiped the play
And hid it in a trice.
Girls—^Very poetical!
Elizabeth—As I was going to say, if the Juniors swiped
the play, let's send for the Junior President and ask her
to investigate.
Fannie—Don't let's do anything of the kind. Let's
get that detective.
Sallie—I second the motion! We can wire to a detective
agency this evening. But I don't think it would be very
nice to ask for a good-looking one.
Girls—Horrors! What can we do.
Elizabeth—We'll just have to trust to luck.
Girls—Come on and let's all go down and wire to get
one.
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Antoinette and Fannie—This is going to be great!
{All rush out of room, Lucy falling over a chair in the
get-away)
Scene IV. Same room
{Several hours later. Enter Elizabeth)
Elizabeth {looking around rooni)—Wonder where every-
one is? People seem to be scarce around here.
{Enter Antoinette and Sallie)
Antoinette {breathless)
—
Just listen to this. The detective
wires back that he will come on the next train. Glory!
Sallie—Isn't it grand! I'm thrilled to death. If tomor-
row would only come.
Antoinette—If he only is young and good-looking.
{Enter Parke and several Seniors)
Parke—Who is young and good-looking?
Girls—The detective, of course.
Lucy—I read a story once about a detective
—
Annie {a Senior)—I haven't time to listen to any stories
now; I'm going to curl my hair.
Sallie—I'm going to find something to wear; he might
come this afternoon.
Scene V. Several hours later
{Girls all gathered in Sallie's room)
Sallie—I'm so excited! To think he's down stairs.
Parke—How does my dress look? I'm so glad I had
a new one for the occasion. Antoinette must be talking
her head off to that man,
Elizabeth—I wouldn't have been in Antoinette's shoes
for anything, to have met him first.
Sallie—I think that would have been oodles of fun.
{Enter Antoinette. Girls crowd around her, very excitedly)
Girls—^What is he like? Is he good-looking? Hurry
up and tell us.
Antoinette—Please give me room to breathe. {She
sinks down into a chair)
Girls—What's the matter. {All look thunderstruck)
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Sallie—Have you lost your heart already? Is he very
good-looking?
Antoinette (sarcastically)—Good-looking! I wish you
could see him.
Girls (looking sorrowful)—What?
Antoinette (reminiscently)—Yes, I believe he's the ugliest
man I ever saw. He's positively scary! (The last with
much emphasis)
(Girls look more downcast than ever.)
Sallie—Isn't this too bad? (Begins to weep)
Parke—And my hopes had risen so high. (Puts hand-
kerchief to eyes)
Antoinette—It's no use crying over spilt milk. You
will just have to go down and be nice to him; he may be
a fine detective in spite of his looks.
Parke—Fiddle sticks!
Fannie—Oh! Bosh!
Sallie—I, for one, won't see him.
(Enter Lucy frantically waving something aloft in her hand)
Lucy—Look! Look! what I have.
Girls (excitedly)—It's the play! Sherlock Holmes the
2nd, where did you find it? Did the Juniors have it?
Lucy—I'll answer your last question first. No, the
Juniors haven't touched it. I found it —
Parke—Don't let's bother about where she found it
now that we have it. Somebody take it to the printer's
at once before we lose it again.
Sallie—Oh! that man, we've forgotten all about him.
Girls—Dear! Dear! What shall we do with him?
Fannie—Oh, we can dispose of him. But remember, a
man's a man, for a' that! Come on girls, we'll attend to
the play later. (Exit girls)
(CURTAIN.)
—Willie Guthrie.
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The sun's gone to sleep
And the moon's in the sky,
The stars wink and peep,
While I croon lullaby.
Croon, croon.
Slow swinging moon,
My babe's in her nest
And I'll lull her to rest-
Croon, croon.
The day's gone to sleep
While the shadows do sway
And the night watch doth keep
O'er the sweet dreams at play
—
Croon, croon.
Great silver moon,
My babe's in her nest,
And I'll soothe her to rest
—
Croon, croon.
tl
Rock-a-bye, close your eyes, baby dear,
Hush-a-bye, never cry! don't you hear
The whippoorwill calling to the moon?
Old sand-man will be here pretty soon,
On a zephyr light he'll ride.
And in this moon he'll glide.
Then into your eyes' bright glow
A handful of sand he will throw,
Then you'll wink
And you'll blink
But you'll go to sleep, I think,
Baby, mine.
Rock-a-bye, close your eyes, baby dear,
Hush-a-bye, never cry! don't you hear
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The song the dream fairies are singing
While sweet visions to you they are bringing?
Around they come a-tipping,
O'er your pillow now a-slipping
And those dimples they will kiss
Until a smile of sweetest bliss
Twinkles there,
So beware
For they have you in their care,
Baby, mine.
—R. Antoinette Davis.
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H," said Youth, "now that I have a house of
my own, I shall do just as I please. I shall
have no one bothering me at every turn."
"Yes," replied Wisdom, "you shall have
a nice new home of your own, and Conscience
shall be your house-keeper."
"I am afraid she will be a nuisance,"
said Youth.
"She won't bother you if you don't give her cause, and
you must, you know, have some one to help you look after
your home."
"All right," agreed Youth, "but come on and show it
to me. I am in a hurry."
And so Wisdom took Youth to his nice clean new home
and there in the fire-place was Ambition sending up such
bright ideas that the whole room was aglow with them.
Youth was so delighted that he hardly noticed the little
gray woman sitting in the chimney corner. When he
did, he laughingly asked, "Who is this little woman?"
"Oh, that is Conscience," replied Wisdom.
"My," laughed Youth, "think of my being afraid of
her." You see Youth was very young and he thought he
was rather a brave fellow.
"Do you like it?" asked Wisdom. Rather a foolish
question for Wisdom to ask!
"Well, I should say I do." And he added as an after-
thought, "This Conscience here seems to be a sleepy,
unobtrusive kind of person."
"Don't be too sure. Don't press her too far. And be
sure to keep a neat, clean house." For Wisdom couldn't
refrain from giving advice.
"Trust me," replied Youth. Then Wisdom left.
Youth enjoyed himself hugely. He and Ambition had
such cheery talks, planning for the future, and Conscience
sat back and seemed to dream. At least, she didn't pay
any attention to them.
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One night some one knocked. Then Conscience roused
herself and asked who it was.
"Let me in and you will see," called the stranger.
"Well," replied Conscience, "lift the latch-string, Con-
ventionality, and come in."
"But I can't lift the latch-string," replied the visitor.
"You will have to open the door for me."
Youth started to the door, but Conscience interfered.
"No," said Conscience, "if he can't lift the latch-string
he must not get in. He is not fit a guest for your new home."
Youth demurred, but at last he said, "Oh, well, have your
own way," and he settled back down before the fire, but
he was not quite as happy as before the visitor came.
The next night the visitor came again and knocked.
This time Conscience was wide awake as if she had been
expecting some one.
"Who is it?" she asked.
She received the same answer, "Open the door and see."
Again she told him to lift the latch-string and again he
said he could not.
This time Youth got up with rather a determined air.
"Oh, say," he said, "I am a sociable fellow and it is rather
stupid to stay here with just you; for you know, you are
not the gayest of company."
"But," said Conscience, "he would soil your clean house."
"Whose house is this, anyhow? It is my house and I
will have whom I please. Hov/ do I know he is dirty
before I have even seen him?" angrily asked Youth.
"I am here to protect you, and I tell you the fellow should
not come in," answered Conscience.
"And I tell you he shall, for this is my house," and so
saying. Youth went to the door and opened it.
"Ah," said Hypocrisy, "Conscience is touchy and did
not want you to let me in, did she?"
"She said you would soil my clean house," answered
Youth. "But you seem to be quite a respectable person."
"Thanks," said Hypocrisy and then they talked of many
and varied things. Youth enjoyed himself greatly and
was sorry when Hypocrisy left.
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The next night a knock came again and this time Youth
did not have quite such a hard time with Conscience,
although she protested greatly about letting the visitor in.
While Youth and Hypocrisy were talking there came
another knock. Conscience again protested, but Youth
and Hypocrisy overcame her and let the stranger in. The
stranger was rather .shabby, and Youth looked hard at
him but Hypocrisy only laughed and said,"Oh, you are
too careful of your old house even to enjoy it. Why, this
Selfishness is the best fellow in the world ; why he will think
only of your pleasure. And what is the use of a home of
your own if you can't have whom you want to make it
enjoyable." And so Selfishness was let in.
Sarcasm, Cynicism, and many others came to Youth's
home. Conscience still protested against them but so many
were on the other side she was hardly heard.
One night such a dirty visitor came and Conscience
protested so loudly that Youth would not let Untruth
in—for that was the name of the visitor. Conscience
vseemed to gain strength and demanded that the others be
put out. Then they all turned on her and in their anger
threw her out. After this even Youth himself had little
to say about who should be admitted. Untruth, Cheat,
Cruelty, and many others whom he had once refused en-
trance now came and went at will. And Youth did not
even notice the ugliness of them. The fire seemed to
smolder and then go out. And so Youth lived, he knew
not how long.
Until one day a beautiful woman stood on the threshold
;
then of a sudden Youth beheld his house—his once new,
clean house, now made hideous by the presence of his
friends. He dared not look again at the woman.
She seemed to see only him in his loneliness and turning
towards him she said, "Drive them out so that I may come
and live with you."
"Oh," he cried in anguish, "I can not; they are too strong
for me."
"But I will help you," she answered. And then he saw
not only how beautiful she was but how strong and power-
ful. She seemed to breathe strength and courage into
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him. And his guests, seeing the strength against them,
soon departed.
Then she went over to the seemingly dead fire and
kneeling before it, she soon fanned it so that the embers
glowed with life.
"Oh," cried Youth, "that only shows up more plainly
the tracks and scars. You can not live here in this house.
Oh, that I might have known that you were coming. Then
they should never have entered, but it was lonesome and
you waited so long. Will they never come off?" he asked,
looking at the scars, and even as he asked he knew the
answer.
"No," answered the woman, "but I can cover them with
this drugget of Charity."
"But will not the drugget wear out, then you will see
the stains and leave me?" he asked pleadingly.
"I shall always know of the stains," answered the woman.
"I am Love," she continued, "and the drugget will last as
long as I live. But go now and bring in Conscience, your
housekeeper, to help us keep it clean."
— Katharine Diggs.
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HE little village of Phoenix boasted of one hotel,
half a dozen stores, several churches and one
very dilapidated building, where everyone
assembled three times a day to get the mail
and also to discuss the affairs of the nation.
For, in truth, if there was one thing of which
Phoenix was proud it was of its gossiping
old men and women. Colonel and Mrs.
Henderson walked slowly up to the post-
ofifice, but there they did not linger, as was their general
custom, for they seemed particularly anxious to get
home early tonight.
As they walked on in silence, many disturbing thoughts
entered the Colonel's head; business was bad. All his
money was going out and none coming in. His wife, with
her arms full of bundles, was the first to break the silence.
"It is almost impossible to get what you want in a little
place like Phoenix. Here I have spent the whole day
trying to get a shade of blue to match Nan's dress."
Colonel Henderson had expected this outburst. As it
inevitably came, he merely acquiesced by saying, "Well,
we can't always have exactly what we want."
"Pshaw!" said his wife, irritated by his reply, "if only
you would make some more money I wouldn't have to
spend my whole life trying to make both ends meet."
Thus they quarreled until they reached home. There
they found their three daughters making vast preparations
for the dance to be given that night. As concerned them,
it was to be a great affair. The eldest daughter, with her
hair done up in curl papers, stood before the mirror,
weilding the powder puff vigorously; Nan, the second
daughter, was in the process of hooking her thin party
dress, while Carrie stood by with an admiring glance
and watched the others. If only she too could look as
they did! If only she too were beautiful! But, alas!
No amount of powder would ever improve her pug nose.
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No curling irons would ever make her red hair look any
better. She alas, was painfully ugly.
Colonel Henderson lingered a minute on the threshold
to admire his daughters, for to him they were all equally
beautiful. Then he went on down stairs to read the news-
paper. Mrs. Henderson, in the meantime, busied herself
dressing the girls, arranging Elizabeth's dress here and
there and also adding a finishing touch to Nan's. She
took little notice of Carrie where she sat reading "A
Tale of Two Cities."
"Oh! mother, do try and fix Carrie; she looks such a
sight. If she would spend more time reading the fashion
books and less time reading Dickens, Thackery, Milton,
and all those other old men who lived long ago, she'd
be so much better off. What she can find in them is more
than I can see," remarked Nan, as she regarded herself
in the mirror with an air of satisfaction.
"Put down that book. For goodness'isake, Carrie,
can't you stop reading long enough to dress yourself. You
look a perfect sight. Come here to me," came from Mrs.
Henderson, as she regarded her.
Poor Carrie came timidly forward and stood before her
three critics as they in turn passed judgment on her ap-
pearance. Carrie had always before had to stand back
for her pretty sisters, but now, wonder of wonders, she was
actually going to a dance. She was to make her first
appearance in the society of the little town of Phoenix.
Nor could a debutante in the big city of New York be any
more elated. What a delightful little thrill crept over her
at the thought. For, the truth be known, Carrie had
always longed to go out and have a good time, yet on
account of her unsightly appearance she had before never
been invited. Somehow she felt that people out in society
would be kinder or else too polite to remark on her ugliness.
Little thrills of excitement crept over her as she listened
to her mother's parting advice, "Don't forget to tell your
hostess what a pleasant time you had. Speak to everyone
but above all be nice to Mrs. Connor. She has lots of
money, you know. Hold your shoulders up," etc.
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Carrie was repeating, over and over, her mother's advice
when her father announced that her escort, Archie Ran-
dolph, had come. Her father announced this with great
pride, for young Randolph was very good looking and
beside this he was heir to the Randolph estate. This,
of course, made him much sought after by ambitious
parents.
Carrie rose and ran to kiss her mother good-bye. As
she did this she overheard her sisters whispering together,
"Won't Archie be surprised when he finds which Miss
Henderson he is to escort. Poor boy! I am sure he
thought he was asking one of us when he called for Carrie
over the telephone."
Then she saw her mother pat Nan on the shoulder and
say, "Yes, of course, dear, he couldn't have known. lam
sure he didn't remember as he has been away at college
for so long, or else he never would have chosen poor Carrie"
(drawing a deep sigh), "for she is so homely."
Carrie was somewhat dumfounded when the truth of
this statement came to her. She had often wondered
why Archie had asked her and had actually been foolish
enough to believe that he had not thought of her as being
so terribly ugly. What a little fool she was after all! Of
course, he had forgotten her and what was even worse he
had asked her thinking that she was one of the pretty
Henderson girls.
Thus she stood for a long time, undecided whether to
go in. Which should she do? Should she go in and thrust
herself on him, when she knew it was all a mistake? Or
was she to stay away from the dance? No, for here was
the opportunity for which she had so long waited? Only
a soul starved for pleasure can appreciate her feelings.
At last she decided to go in, and timidly she opened the
door. A dead silence fell
;
presently she heard her father's
voice introducing the young man while she only stood and
stared. She could think of nothing to say. It seemed as
if all the blood in her body was rushing to her head and
thus making her face as red as her hair. When, however,
she did get up enough courage to face her escort she saw
too plainly disappointment pictured on his face.
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Archie was at no loss for words. He mentioned some-
thing about its being late and that they had better be going.
So he and Carrie went out to his machine. Archie was
the only boy in the village that owned an auto and this
was the first time Carrie had ever been in one. But not
even the pleasure of riding in a machine could remove that
awful lump in her throat, which made her want to cry.
All during the ride she could not trust herself to speak, but
from time to time stole a furtive glance in the direction of
her handsome escort. How splendidly he held his head!
What broad shoulders he had! Oh! if only she were not
so painfully ugly—but she had no time now in which to
think of herself for they had drawn up in front of a large
house from whence came strains of music, and through
the open windows of which could be seen figures gliding
gracefully over the polished floor.
Carrie's heart leaped up within her. Just to think she,
too, would soon be dancing gaily over the floor. On enter-
ing the house a maid conducted her to a small dressing
room where she was divested of her wraps. Carrie spent
little time in "prinking." Different from other girls, she
very seldom looked into the mirror, in fact she preferred
not. Tonight she glanced once in that direction and
hurried down stairs.
Of course Carrie had the first dance with her partner,
but after that she found to her disappointment that all
the young men and girls had paired off and that she was
left all alone. She felt at first that surely some one would
finally come, but as she waited and waited and no one
appeared, her fears began to increase. As none of the
young men seemed inclined to ask her, she naturally turned
to Archie, but found him engaged in a low conversation
with Dora Connor. Now and then Dora would throw
back her head and engage in a hearty laugh ; then glance
over in the direction where Carrie sat against the wall.
Why had no one asked her to dance? Had she forgotten
to do the things her mother had told her expressly to remem-
ber? Yes, she had not been especially nice to Mrs. Connor,
so she decided to go over and talk to that pompous lady.
Carrie walked across the room to where sat the long line
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of chaperons. As she approached Mrs. Connor that
lady regarded her as little more than the dirt beneath her
feet, in fact she kept her eyes turned in an opposite direction.
She was watching, with satisfaction, her own daughter,
Dora, when she heard a feeble voice at her side saying,
"I have heard my mother speak of you, Mrs. Connor."
Mrs. Connor slowly adjusted her lorgnettes and regarded
the small figure at her side, "Oh! to be sure. And just
who can your mother be?"
"Mrs. Henderson," answered Carrie, somewhat taken
back.
"Of course, of course," said that elegant lady. "You
don't mean to say that Elizabeth and Nan are your sisters?"
Then in a laughing way she drawled out, "Your mother
is so fortunate to have three such pretty daughters."
As she said this Carrie could not but detect from her
manner that she meant not a word she said. This enraged
Carrie beyond expression. She felt that this elegant lady
was laughing at her.
Just then the music stopped. Dora and Archie strolled
over to where Mrs. Connor sat and as they drew near she
heard Dora's voice saying, "Oh! mother, Mr. Randolph
has consented to come tomorrow night to tea."
Mrs. Connor gave the young man an admiring glance.
"I am so glad you will come, to be sure, you two must see
more of each other. Some one was just saying how well
you danced together."
Archie bowed and thanked her for the pretty compliment,
then turned to where poor Carrie sat, "Why I thought
you were dancing, that's why I didn't look you up," he
lied politely.
"Oh! its all right," confessed Carrie, ducking her head
as she spoke for she knew only too well that Archie had
never had the slightest intention of looking her up. As
the night wore on no one came up to claim a dance; she
sat there motionless, secretly praying that some one would
come. Finally she saw her hostess, Mrs. Baker, get up
and walk over to where a group of young men stood smok-
ing by the door and whisper something in her son's ear.
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Then she saw WilHam being virtually dragged across the
room to where she sat cold and nervous.
William stammered out, "Say
—
you
—
got—the next
dance?"
Naturally Carrie gave a negative answer, whereupon
William asked her to dance and they went stumbling over
the floor.
That was her last and only dance, so in a few minutes
a very sad, dejected little girl stole quietly away and slipped
unnoticed, into the dressing room. There, among the various
wraps and bags of the dancers, she cried her very heart
out. "If only she had stayed at home! She had first
intended to stay, but her craving for a good time was too
great for her and she had come only to be embarrassed by
not having anyone to dance with her. It only served her
right for being so foolish. What a little fool she was after
all to think that by her forgetting her own ugliness
she could make others forget it. She herself had been
unconscious of it, but it was almost hopeless to make others
forget. She had often read of people who while not pos-
sessing beauty in their outward appearance, yet they had
a far higher form of beauty—beauty of the soul. Was it
possible for her to develop this inner beauty?" With
these thoughts in her mind, she remained until the strains
of "Home, Sweet Home" floated up to her.
II
The next morning Carrie arose early. Her first appear-
ance in society had been a failure. Yet she made the most
of it. She hustled about the house helping her mother
here and there. Mrs, Henderson, however, did not seem
very appreciative of her help, in fact, she seemed more
irritable than usual. Everything seemed to have gone
wrong with her. She and her husband had been much
disturbed about business affairs and no less than last night
the Colonel had told her that no longer they could live as
they were living. The girls must get to work. This
naturally broke Mrs. Henderson's heart; she had been
very ambitious for her daughters and had brought them
up with a positive aversion to work of all kinds. Of course
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they would marry well. Therefore it nearly broke the
poor mother's heart to find all her hopes crushed to the
ground and trampled under foot by poverty. To think
of her pretty Elizabeth and Nan becoming mere school
teachers and stenographers! It didn't matter so much about
Carrie, and the cold, hard truth began to dawn more and
more clearly upon her. She became more and more in-
censed and vented all of her rage on the poor unfortunate
Carrie.
Carrie bore it all good naturedly; she was accustomed
to her mother's outbursts of temper and could stand this
far better than she could the flattery and artificiality of
the estimable Mrs. Connor.
After her mother had become a little more quiet Carrie ran
upstairs and there found her two sisters crying as if their
hearts would break. She naturally wanted to know the
cause and was told the whole story of how their father had
failed and that no longer they could live as they were now
living. Every now and then Elizabeth would break out
fresh, "Isn't it too dreadful? We shall never again have
any more good times. Oh!—
"
Then Nan would burst out in a tirade against her father,
"What on earth is a father good for if he can't make money?"
Elizabeth's answer to this was, "Papa just wants us to
work, that is all. It is cruel of him to do it. Of course
we needn't live quite like we used to. I need not get a
new set of furs or buy that chain of seed pearls, but there
is no reason why we should go to work. None whatever."
"If there was no reason for it, I'm sure father wouldn't
require us to do it," answered Carrie, who was loyal to her
father always.
"Listen to that," sneered Nan. "I don't suppose you
would mind. You are a perfect old book-worm anyway.
Then too you will have an excellent opportunity to teach
the children some of those sickening poems you write and
with which you used to litter up this house. Only yester-
day I saw one of them, entitled 'The Cry of the Soul.'
Bah! if I couldn't find anything else to do better than that,
I believe I, too, would be a school teacher." Then turning
to Elizabeth, she added sarcastically, "Seems to me Carrie
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would just be fine in that line of profession. You know
all school teachers are ugly as sin."
Ill
Several months passed. Carrie was in Richmond, where
she was to meet a superintendent of schools. She had
gone some distance to see him, and now as she stood finger-
ing the knob, she felt cold with fear. Finally she mustered
up enough courage to go in. As she entered the office the
superintendent regarded her critically for a few minutes and
then told her sharply to take a seat and proceeded to cross
examine her. Asking first, from what school she had been
graduated and also if she had had any experience in teaching.
To these questions she gave a simple answer. He then
asked, "Eh! Do you think you can teach?" all the while
observing her more and more critically, and then added,
"Teaching is an art; no ordinary person can do it. For
in order to teach you must have a striking personality,
you must be a force in the community in which you are
situated. Then too you must have a marked degree of
originality and above all you must have the patience of
Job."
Carrie had hardly time to think whether or not she
possessed all these qualities before he added, "I and the
teachers I employ have these characteristics and if you
do not possess them why you are no good to us or to the
world at large . We and the world—ha ! ha !" and he chuckled
to himself for half an hour or more.
Carrie sat perfectly still. She was so dazed that she
did not know what to say, so said nothing.
Finally the superintendent added in a condescending
tone, "Well, well—that is
—
perhaps—we will try you
—
provided that—at the end of your week of trial
—
you meet
the necessary requirements. Eh! and by the way, let me
add as a word of advice, it would be very valuable to you
if you read that great book by Dr. McMurry, 'How to
Study,' and learn as it were how to make good assignments."
With all these points confused in her brain, Carrie left
the office. Yes, she would do the best she could. She
was determined not to give up so soon.
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IV
Some time passed by. Carrie worked hard, yet she
realized that never could she become a good teacher, for
she did not possess all those qualities which her superin-
tendent had said that he and the world needed. But
Carrie, as she taught, was not working chiefly for the
money she would get out of it but she was working for her
own good and for the good of the individual children with
whom she had to deal. She herself derived much benefit
by close observation of the children. Thus she studied
human nature.
One day late in December as she sat before an open fire
reading, a thought came to her—that same old longing to
be beautiful. If she could but cast off her ugliness as she
would a battered garment and become beautiful like the
heroine in the novel, how happy she would be!
After a few moments' reverie, she arose and looked sadly
into the dying embers. "Yes," she said, "I will cast of!
my ugliness and shall become beautiful for I will lose myself
in the character of another. Thus she did as she began to
weave in her imagination the story of a character, beautiful
not only in appearance but beautiful in every act and deed.
It was by this story that Carrie Henderson won fame as
a novelist. As the ugly duckling she had been scorned,
laughed at and jeered, but this had only helped her by
broadening her sympathies and helped her all the better
to know human nature.
V
The snow had been falling all day and now the little
town of Phoenix was about to wrap itself in its fluffy white
blanket and doze off to sleep as was its general custom,
when a carriage drove up to Colonel Henderson's door
and Carrie jumped out and ran up the walk to her old
home. She had often longed to go back to the little town
of Phoenix and see all of the people she had known. These
people now welcomed her back with open arms. The
rich Mrs. Connor was extremely proud of ever having
sat by the noted novelist at a dance. Randolph boasted
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of having escorted her to her first dance, and now fell very
much in love with her.
All of this, however, did not turn Carrie's head. She
was the same sweet girl she had always been, and to all not
gifted with beauty she would cheer them by these words:
"It matters not if you were born in a duck-yard if only you
have lain in a swan's egg."
—Fannie W. N. Smith.
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SENIOR REMINISCENCES
It is almost twilight. Softly the last glow of the sun
rests and lingers upon the girlish white-clad figures as,
with arms entwined, they stroll around the campus. One
touches a bush, a tree and there seems to be almost a
caress in the lingering touch. Yes, it is a caress for on
the morrow, our diplomas received, we leave old S. N. S.,
as students, forever.
As I gaze at the girls from my window and feel, rather
than see the note of sadness, an uncomfortable feeling
comes in my throat, and a desire to kick something, any-
thing, in order to relieve that lump. Goodness, I do love
this place! Why I had no idea it meant so very much to
me until—until. And again that hateful lump and the
poor little white bed received another scar to add to its
already rather marred history. Just think! Four years
ago! Why, it seems that always I have lived here; that
always in the gloaming have the girls been walking by twos
and threes on the campus. As the dark descended some-
how it aroused their musical talents and I could hear
anything from third soprano to almost second bass. But
now even the different parts are all harmonizing, at least
to my ear, for I hear only the appeal of girls' hearts, the
girls I love.
Yes, it has been four years. Will you ever forget the
first mid-night feast, the first family talk, the first real
match game of basketball? With all my heart I was
crying out for these things which I had only read of in
books. Now to see them, to be a part of them, why I still
feel the thrill. Then after the first year of surprises, when
things began to look more serious—when school was not
quite all play and you would have a dim, very faraway
thought of the happenings of the training school, there
would be a sigh, then the thought flung aside for something
more immediate. Then Junior year came. What a feel-
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ing of pride as we sat in chapel as close as we possibly
could get to the Seniors and still not be one. Now, the
Training School did not seem so very distant. Once in
a while we were within the walls themselves—observing.
And yet we could never really get there. Many of our
thoughts and much of our time was filled in preparation
for the coming event—that of being a Senior. I remember
distinctly the hot day in September when we came back
from summer vacation. I found myself still wishing to
be a Senior! What a start as I looked down and the ground
no farther away than ever, not an inch added to my stature
—
and yet I was a Senior.
Slowly at first the days pass, then more rapidly, and as
each one is gone there is a desire to hold it back—to keep
it—for now I am beginning to understand a little what
our school days are. The old rotunda, more familiarly
known as the well-hole, has a new interest; the seats in the
hall are more inviting and comfortable than ever. I stifle
the impulse to say a word or give a pat to each girl I see,
for I am going
—
going away from them for always and
always.
Yes, the training school is at last a reality and very,
very much of a one too. Some of us may say we do not
like it, yet look deep in that girl's heart. You will see a
tiny flame just starting, a flame of joy, the joy of helping
fellow men especially when they are such tiny fellow men.
As you look the flame grows, for you are having a vision
of the senior in her own school, watching, guiding and help-
ing with every method and theory which she ever received,
the development of her little fellow men. Now the flame
is no longer only in the heart, it envelopes her whole being
and the joy of it all shines through her eyes.
"What in the world are you doing, Meg? Dreaming,
of course, and as usual and as always and forever—dreaming
ing." This from my room-mate in a disgusted tone. She
gives me a searching glance, "Are those tears, Meg?"
"For goodness' sake, no!" And the white bed's history
is added to again—for the last time.
—F.B.
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MAMMY SUE
Just after breakfast, when Robert and Billy were play-
ing in the big nursery, Mammy Sue saw about fifty negroes,
with knives and guns, riding down the lane. She knew
instantly that Nat Turner had come.
"It is lucky that Marster and Missus is gone, but
Lawsy! what must I do wid Marse Robert?" she cried,
in much distress.
Her mind was working quickly, for almost immediately
she said, "Marse Robert, come here quick; hold your face
this way, chile,"
She blacked his face and hands with soot out of the
chimney, thrust an old cap on his head, and sent him back,
bewildered, to play with Billy. But before he reached
Billy a loud noise was heard outside.
"Where's de white folks?" Nat Turner cried.
"They have gone to see Mr. Frances," was Mammy's
reply.
The men didn't believe her, and began to plunder every-
where. At last they came to the nursery where Robert
was playing with Billy, but they thought he was a negro,
so he escaped the dreadful fate of others who had had their
brains crushed out that very day.
Next day, when Mr. and Mrs. Musgrave came home,
and heard the story of the faithful old Sue, they shuddered
with horror at the thought of the boy's grave danger.
They were so grateful to her that they gave her her freedom,
but when she heard it, the faithful old friend begged,
"Marster, I loves you all; let me stay with you all de time!"
—E. B. P.
HUMANITY
Across his stooped shoulder the Traveler carried a heavy
burden.
"Come," said the Guide, "you have not yet reached the
end of your journey."
"Do let me rest here a while," begged the Traveler;
"I can go no farther." But the Guide urged him forward.
Weary and footsore the Traveler journeyed slowly on.
The way seemed long and hard and beset with many trials,
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and his burden was great. His tattered garments gave
no protection from the biting cold and he was faint from
hunger.
Finally, when he could go no farther, he sank upon the
ground and, thinking of the waste of his fellowman, he
cursed man for his thoughtlessness and cried aloud, in his
agony, "Oh, why do men sin so?"
"Oh, do they sin?" asked the Guide. "Why they never
thought."
And when the Traveler turned to answer the guide, he
saw that the road he had travelled lay through a pleasant
country, but his head had been bowed so low by the burden
of his own sin that he had not seen its beauty.
~K. D.
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A number of exchanges came this month and we enjoyed
reading them. Now-a-days when so many eager young
writers are coming forward we need to use a great deal of
discrimination in judging what is good and what is not
good. Many exchange editors use their department for
playing the game "tit for tat." If another magazine
criticises their magazine unfavorably, straightway they
retaliate. But this petty retaliation is narrowing and not
for the best good of the publication. We want to know
your opinion of us so that we may be helped by it. We
do not want to move in one small circle. And so we ask
for your criticisms, and hope, too, by our suggestions to
aid you. This is what an exchange department is for, and
only when it is used for this purpose is it accomplishing
its aim.
The Chronicle is an improvement over the last number.
"The Mountaineer" is an interesting article which tells
of a great work waiting to be done. The mountaineers
are "a brave, generous, liberty-loving people" and before
putting most of our efforts on the countries over the sea,
we should do more to help these people right here in our
own land. The other essay, "Inventions," is well written,
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but we wonder if the author realized what a broad subject
he was taking. With such a subject he might well have
kept on until he had written a book and even then he would
not have exhausted his subject. We think the exchange
department should be lengthened. We like the editorials
because they do not deal with some far-away subject in
the abstract, but take up vital problems, and bring before
the public eye needed suggestions which would otherwise
be passed over in the daily round of duties.
Many improvements could be made in The Oracle. We
should really be pleased to see something pertaining to
the literary side of life in it. The "Poet's Corner" is the best
thing along this line; it always contains something interest-
ing and although we are not such great and good mathe-
maticians as to like interest above everything else, we shall
be frank enough to say that interest carries us half the
distance when reading in either prose or poetry. The
joke department overbalances the others. We admit that
the jokes are exceedingly amusing but there is such a thing
as too much amusement, as some of the S. N. S. girls have
experienced while on mid-night feasts. Especially does
the joke department overbalance the exchange department.
We should like to see more and longer exchanges. We
began to read the exchanges and before we really knew it
we were reading jokes and wondering why such exchanges
were written. "Billy" knows well enough how to compose
interesting letters. It is with pleasure that we look for-
ward to his letters which we hope will be continued in the
next issue of The Oracle.
Why are we always so pleased when the Mary Baldwin
Miscellany comes to us? Does any one suspect the reason
why? There are many reasons; we will not attempt to
enumerate them. It is the most attractive little magazine
that we have the pleasure of criticizing. The defects are
"few and far between." The cover could not be more
attractive. "A Little Child Shall Lead Them" is rather
an old and well-worn topic yet the story is full of originality.
The little boy by his love for the poor children and by
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doing as his mother would have him do, makes many folks
happy—the example is an exceedingly good one for every
one to follow. "A Trick of Fate"—how unreal! Perhaps
when some of us have experienced a like fate, we shall be
better prepared to appreciate this article, but I fear our
experience, in this line, will forever be limited. We like
the conclusion of this story—the novelty of the fact that
the hero and heroine did not "marry and live happy ever
after." We notice in the January number of this magazine
that the exchange editor wrote the best article in it.
We enjoyed reading the January number of the South-
western University Magazine immensely; the material is
exceptionally interesting and most of it seems to have
been well thought out before it was recorded. Although
"A Prayer" is short, it is worthy of special mention—"short
but sweet," in other words:
"God help me to know, to be, to stand
In truthfulness, uprightness, ever a man.
And help me, O Father, thy laws to meet.
To crush empty-mindedness, scorn deceit.
Help me, O God! in the peril I stand.
To be, as my mother would, ever a man."
If all of us would pray this prayer with earnestness and
would try to live up to it, our lives would be more worth
the living. The editorial department is always well worth
our time to read ; we do not think of the time while we are
reading them for at the time being all of our attention is
concentrated on the editorials themselves. One great
defect in the magazine is its cover, A "different" cover
would add much to the attraction of it. A "different" one,
I say, because it seems that any cover would be more
attractive than the one the magazine has now. Perhaps
it is typical of the University and the surrounding country,
but we sincerely hope it isn't. At any rate, we advise the
editor to try a new cover and then note the effect.
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SCHOOL PROPERTY
The preservation of school property is a question with
which we should all be concerned. We have heard lecture
after lecture about scribbling on walls and columns,
and every fall the Home Department wages war on
us for the unwise use of pins, tacks, and even chewing gum
to hang pictures in our rooms. These are serious points,
but others have recently been brought to our attention.
The furniture in the reception hall has been there about
two years and a half, and it is showing the marks of time
now. Only last week the two most comfortable sofas
were removed. We used to find it very pleasant to rest
on them by the half dozen, but it was very deleterious to
the sofas. And when we were told, "Girls, don't sit two
deep on those sofas," we laughed and said, "How deep is
too deep?" And there we lingered. Whoever is in the
home office sees no peace for having to make two-minute
rounds through the hall and almost assist us to rise from
the arms of the chairs. Isn't this childish in us?
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The grass is as much school property as anything else.
We have been informed in various ways that it is not to
walk and play on. It is there to grow and make a beautiful
setting for our school and to give our hearts joy when we
gaze thereon, and so to deepen our esthetic appreciation.
The student committee has been asked to help take care
of the campus, and the student committee needs everyone
of us to help it.
Let us take as much pride in everything about our
school home as if it were our real homes, and not forget
that Virginia is full of girls, and will be full of girls after
we are forgotten, who will come here to school. So, in
thinking of these future Normalites, let us remember their
comfort, and the treasury of our State, and during our
stay here let us do all we can to preserve our school
property.
Which do we have at heart, our personal prejudice or
our school? our literary society or our school? The test
comes when an election of any school officer is before us.
Have we our school enough at heart to vote for the girl
who is most capable for the office, or, if a less capable girl
who is a member of our own literary society happens to
be in nomination, do we favor our own society, regardless
of whether our fellow member is the best one for the position?
The same principle is involved in voting in the Congress
of the United States. Should a representative vote for
his country or his own particular section? We can all
answer, "Favor your section when you can, but never at
the expense of the whole country."
Girls, literary society spirit is a splendid feature of our
school,but shall the school suffer for its sake? No! Be sure
you aid your society when you can, but don't fail to guard
the interests of your school. Likewise, let us guard against
personal prejudice. Have you ever heard a girl remark,
"Oh, I don't like her; I'm not going to vote for her?" This
is the spirit that will quench the flame of school enthusiasm
quicker than anything else. If we would make our school
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a permeating power, we shall have to throw aside personal
prejudice when its good is involved.
Do we, as individuals and as a student body, feel an
indebtedness to the State for the training and privileges
that we receive here? It is certain that this feeling has
never come to many of us, but stop and consider the ques-
tion a while. This school has been put here to train us
for teachers, has been fitted out with the best course of
instruction possible under the circumstances. All this
we receive for practically nothing. Let your gratitude to
your State increase and remember that some day it is your
duty to return to her some of the benefits derived here.
How are you going to do this? It is the custom of each
Senior class to raise a sum of money for our new Student
Building. Why not make the amount of this class exceed
that of other classes? This building would not only be
an addition to the school but to the State as well. You
can find no better way to show your gratitude than to
subscribe to this fund. See that you do credit to the class
of 1913!
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QUERIES
*'Will you kindly send me what you consider the correct
form of a teacher's application for a school."
So far as possible a letter of application should express
truly the individuality of the writer. As the applicant
will be judged largely by her letter, nothing is more essential
than that it be really her own in every respect. For this
reason I should not undertake to write the correct form of
a letter of application for any one but myself.
Yet I can tell you some half dozen specific things that
every letter of application should do. (1) It should state
simply that the writer wishes to apply for the particular
position under consideration. (Some applicants forget
to do this.) (2) It should state the age of the applicant,
what diploma, degrees, or certificates she holds and what
her education has been, especially the training she has
had for the particular position desired. (3) It should
give a clear idea of her experience and success in similar
positions, both in discipline and in instruction, and her
reason for desiring a change from present position. (4) It
should contain references to two or three responsible
persons who will testify as to this success and as to the
character and education of the applicant. Address and
position of each person should be given. If the applicant
wishes to send testimonials, she should send typewritten
copies—not the originals. (5) A photograph of the appli-
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cant, with postage for its return, should generally accom-
pany the letter. (6) Finally, the letter should express
sincerely and frankly the attitude the applicant expects
to maintain toward her work, if given the position.
The letter should be written in the applicant's own
handwriting and on a good quality of correspondence
paper with envelope to match. The language should be
simple and natural and the idea should be put in as few
words as possible. The usual forms for correct letter-
writing, such as those given in Woolley's Handbook of
Composition or any standard handbook on this subject,
should be observed. Of course correctness in spelling,
grammar, and other mechanical details is an absolute
requisite.
-J. M. G.
Farmville, Virginia.
AT THE "S. N. S."
The girls are nowhere half so sweet
As at the Normal;
And nowhere are they so elite
As at the Normal.
I hold it true—the angels fair
That ever throng the Golden Stair
Are not more lovely than they there
—
In dear old Farmville!
—An Admirer of S. N. S. and the Alumnae.
Martha Taylor, class '12, is teaching in Accomac High
School.
Mrs. Hoye (Elizabeth Edwards), class '07, is living in
Richmond, Va.
Mary Savedge, class '10, is principal of Homeville High
School, this year, and is doing good work. She has organ-
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ized two literary societies among the pupils which have
aroused great interest.
Pearl Justice, class '11, has primary work in Stoney
Creek High School.
India White, class '12, is spending the winter at home.
Anne Taylor Cole, class '12, visited the school the last
of February.
Ruth Ward, class '12, spent several weeks recently with
Mrs. Willie Redd, of Farmville.
Beverly Andrews, class '08, was married on Feb.
12, to Mr. Tom Hastings. Alma Mater wishes them a
long, happy, and prosperous life.
Mrs. McDonald (Kathleen Baldwin), class '11, is living
in Ithaca, N. Y., this year, doing light housekeeping
while Mr. McDonald is taking a special course at Cornell.
Nellie Bristow, class '12, spent the week end (Feb. 28)
with home people in Farmville.
Clair Burton and Imogen Hutter, class '08, came to S.
N. S. in February, to assist in the play given by the Lynch-
burg High School.
Minnie Blanton, class Jan. '09, and Nora Garrett, class
'08, are teaching in the Farmville High School.
Nellie Johnson, class '09, is teaching in Rivermont
School, Lynchburg.
Virginia Paulette, class Jan. '13, has accepted a school
in Bristol for the remainder of the session.
Olive Swecker, one of our classmates, has recently gone
to Catawba for treatment. We all hope she will improve
rapidly and soon be with us again.
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Lelia Robertson, one of our last year graduates, is visit-
ing in Farmville.
Julia May Paulette, class '10, the assistant alumnae
editor of "The Focus," spent the fourth in Washington,
and reports the best inauguration we have had for sixteen
years.
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DR. SMITH'S LECTURE
The fourth lecture in the series
of University of Virginia Extension
Lectures was delivered by Dr.
Charles Alphonso Smith at the
Normal School Auditorium on last
Friday evening. Dr. Smith spoke on the Old English and
Scottish Popular Ballads, with the aim of arousing the
interest of his audience in an effort he is now making to
collect the survivals of the ballads that are still being sung
by people in Virginia.
In order to show what a ballad is he recited the one called
"The Hangman's Tree," or "The Maid Freed from the
Gallows." Though he said the ballad is the most elusive
of all types of literature and has been found by students to
be the most difficult to define, he ventured to define it as
"A poem for the people, of the people, and by the people."
He next propounded three theories held by scholars as to
the origin of the ballad. After explaining and illustrating
these theories in a delightfully entertaining way, Dr.
Smith traced rapidly the history of ballad literature in
America. He showed that although Virginia perhaps has
a richer heritage of ballads among her people than any
other State, less has been done to collect them. Normal
School students, he said, have an especially good oppor-
tunity to help in collecting this poetry of the people be-
cause they are going out into all parts of the State as
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teachers and will come in close touch with the very people
who still sing the old songs. He urged all those present
to write down and try to trace the history of all the old
ballads they could find and to see that they were published
so that they would not be lost when the generation that
knows them by heart passes away.
Dr. Smith's talk, which was quite free and informal, was
followed with intense interest by every one present and
will result, it is believed, in real efforts being made to collect
and publish ballads. A ballad club is being formed at the
school under the direction of Mr. Grainger.
After the lecture, the Third Year Music Class sang two
ballads to the old style music and the Eighth Grade of the
Training School gave one of the Scotch folks dances, the
Highland Schottish, with very pretty effect. Dr. Smith
was delighted with this addition to his program.
On Saturday morning Dr. Smith spoke informally to all
those interested in the teaching of English and being a
master-teacher himself, he was able to give some most
helpful and inspiring suggestions.
Those who wished to join an organization to study and
collect ballads were called together Wednesday afternoon,
March 5, and first steps were taken toward organization.
The Ballad Club will perhaps have about fifty members.
'The Focus" will publish the ballads that are found by
the club.
To Miss Marrow Davis belongs the distinction of having
brought in the first specimen of a real ballad that is still
sung in Virginia. It is a variant of "The Maid Freed from
the Gallows, or The Hangman's Tree."
"Hangman, hangman, hold the rope.
Hold it for a while;
I think I see my father coming many a mile.
"Father, father, did you bring me gold?
Or will you set me free?
Or have you come to see me hang
Upon the gallows tree?"
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"I did not bring you gold,
I will not set you free,
But I have come to see you hang
Upon the gallows tree."
(Repeat these three stanzas four times. At the first
repetition substitute mother ior father, sister at the second,
and brother at the third. At the fourth repetition sub-
stitute sweetheart for father in the first and second and let
the last stanza read:
"I have brought you gold,
I will set you free.
And I have come to cut the rope
And carry you home with me."
The following was submitted by Miss Lemma Garrett,
to whom it was sent by her sister. It is apparently a
negro version of part of "The Lass of Rock Royal." (See
EngHsh and Scottish Popular Ballads, p. 163.)
I who gwine to shoe my foot?
I who gwine to glove my hand?
I who gwine to kiss my red ruby lips?
For I'm gwine to a far distant land.
Daddy gwine to shoe my foot,
Mammy gwine to glove my hand,
My true love will kiss my red ruby lips.
For I'm gwine to a far distant land.
DER DEUTSCHE SPRACHVEREIN
On Friday, February 15, Der Deutsche Sprachverein
had a very interesting entertainment. The meeting was
well attended. Several members of the faculty were
present as special guests.
The first number on the program was the distribution
of valentines from a Brief-Schachtel. The sentiment of
the season was well expressed in short original valentines.
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The reading of the German verses upon the valentines,
which followed, afforded much amusement. Fraulein
Garhee then sang "Sing Mir Dein Lied" with piano and
violin accompaniment by Fraulein Wynne and Fraulein
Frantz, respectively.
Later delicious refreshments were served. General
conversation in German among the members and guests
added to the pleasure of the evening.
—M. B. F.
LE CERCLE FRANCAIS
Those who have once felt the influence of some wonder-
ful French poem and grasped a part of its thought—such
thought as is common to both French and American, but
only to find adequate expression in the French—desire a
deeper feeling for that language as well as a more practical
knowledge of it. Such a desire has given rise to the organi-
zation of Le Cercle Francais. This club meets every
Monday evening in the kindergarten. During the last
few weeks the chief subject of study has been Victor
Hugo and his poems, while a lighter phase of the entertain-
ment has been a game, Le Jeu des Auteurs.
On the evening of the 14th of February Le Cercle Fran-
cais gave a valentine party. Those present amused them-
selves conversing in French until Miss Smithey, the director,
opened the program by reciting several stanzas of original
French poetry which was very much applauded. Then
each member of the club in turn recited an original rhyme,
all of which had one characteristic of poetry, a suitable
subject for Valentine verses—love. The refreshment
committee served a delicious luncheon after which the
members of the club joined in singing several French songs,
closing with "Fais Dodo."
At the end of the term of the following officers: Mary
T. Turnbull, President; Rosa Rosenthal, Vice-President;
Evelyn Purcell, Secretary; Marguerite Helm, Treasurer;
Mattie Ould, Reporter; new officers were elected, namely:
Rosa Rosenthal, President; Annie Banks, Vice-President;
Mattie Ould, Secretary; Margaret Helm, Treasurer;
Janie Couch, Reporter.
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JUNIOR DEBATE
The time of statesmanship, warriorhood, poetic fancy
and most of all, oratorical ability, is not over, as every one
who was present at the Junior Debate on the night of
February 14 can testify. The subject was "Resolved,
that the soldier has done more for his country than either
the statesman or the poet." MaryFurgeson and Belva Pot-
ter, in strong, warlike language, argued that the soldier has
been of most value to his country, while Juanita Manning
and Grace Welker beautifully expressed their opinions as
to what part the poet has played in the history of his
country. But Alice Howison and Mary T. Turnbull, by
their persuasive eloquence, convinced the judges that the
statesman has undoubtedly benefited his country more
than either the poet or soldier and the decision was made
in their favor.
The judges were Mr. Grainger, Mr. Lear, Mr. Coyner,
Mr. Eason and Miss Eva Larmour.
ATHENIAN LITERARY SOCIETY
Pandora
Pandora Marie Noell
Epimetheus (husband of Pandora) . Evelyn Turnbull
Minerva Ruth Percival
Mercury Eva Larmour
Vulcan . Vergie Fuller
Iris Mary Moylan Banks
Slave George Bailey
Pianist Lettye Wynne
Chorus girls: Mary Wynne, Carolyn Pope, Ruth
Harding, May Arnold, Maria Bristow, Lynette Brock,
Emma Webb.
MRS. LAWSON'S RECITAL
Mrs. Franceska Kasper Lawson, of Washington, rendered
a delightful musical in the auditorium of the Normal
School, under the auspices of the Conservatory of Music,
Thursday, February 13. Mrs. Elsa Schemmel Schmidt
was her accompanist. The program was as follows:
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1. Aria, "One Fine Day," from "Madame Butterfly."
Puccini
2. Classical Songs
a. Arithe from "La Belle Arsine" . Monsigney
b. In the Time of Roses . . . Reichardt
c. The Lasswith the Delicate Air . . Arne
3. German Songs.
a. Widmung Schumann
b. Die Forelle Schubert
c. Im Kahne ....
d. Meine Liebe est Gruen
French Songs
a. Nymphs and Fauns
b. Si Mers vers Avaient Desailes
c. Aria from "Louise"
Grieg
Brahms
Bemberg
Hahn
Charpentier
5. English Songs
a. Will o' the Whisp Spross
b. My Laddie Thayer
c. The Danza Chadwick
d. Chanson Triste Zimbalist
e. Spring Henschet
6. "Jewel Song," from "Faust" . . . Gounod
ORIGINAL ARGUS EVENING
Our Heroes in Gray .... Antoinette Davis
Farewell Song, words .... Parke Morris
Petty Playlet .... Katharine Diggs
Characters arranged in the order in which they appear
on the stage:
Penelope Pringle, betrothed to P.'s brother, Mary Putney
Polly Preston
Phoebe, cook
Peddlar ....
Petar, man around house
Parson, Federal Corporal
Prescott, Federal Captain
Act I.—Preston home in Virginia.
Morning.
Act 1 1.-Dining room in Preston home.
of same day as Act I
.
Katharine Diggs
Evelyn Purcell
Anette Leibman
Josephine Allison
Josephine White
Lillian Trotter
Time: Civil War.
Time: 7 p. m.
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RICHMOND COLLEGE GLEE CLUB
On February 11, the Richmond College Mandolin and
Glee Club entertained the girls with a very enjoyable
program, which was as follows:
Part I
"Honey, I Wants Yer Now"
. Dudley Buck
Glee Club
"You're My Baby"
. Ayer
Mandolin Club
"Who Bilt de Ark" Buck
Quartette
Reading Selected
Mr. Hall
March of the Guard .... Adam Geibel
Glee Club
Piano Solo Selected
Professor Abrusted
Part n
Stein Song Frederick Bullard
Glee Club
By the Light of the Jungle Moon . . Atkinson
Mandolin
Medley Original Arrangement
Quartette
Reading Selected
Mr. Hall
Violin Solo Selected
Mr. Underwood
Richmond College Medley, Arranged by J. M. R. Olmsted
Glee Club
JEFFERSON SOCIETY
The officers for the third term of the Jefferson Society
were elected on February 21, and are as follows:
Margaret Godby President
Madeline Willett Vice-President
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Elizabeth Barham ... . Cor. Secretary
Lockey E. Delp . . . Recording Secretary
Ella Lester Treasurer
Ruth Fulton Critic
PYGMALION AND GALATEA
On Saturday night, February 22, the Dramatic Club
of the Lynchburg High School gave "Pygmalion and
Galatea," a well-known comedy, in the auditorium under
the auspices of the Lynchburg Alumnae Chapter of S. N. S.
-The entire cast, numbering twelve, Prof. Eckerson, the
director, Misses Wiggins, Burton, Hutter and a few friends
arrived on the morning train and spent the day, preparing
for the play, looking over the school and in meeting the
girls. They felt very much indebted to the Home Depart-
ment, who spared no pains in preparation for their comfort
while here.
The play was given in a way that would do credit to
any High School and was enthusiastically received. The
entire cast showed careful and skillful training and each
part was well taken.
After the play, the Lynchburg Club entertained the
cast and Lynchburg friends in the drawing room, with
an informal reception. Punch was served, after which
several flash-light pictures were taken. Later on other
refreshments were served, little red hatchets tied with
ribbon, as menu favors, topping off each plate. The draw-
ing room was appropriately decorated in red, white and
blue crepe paper and flags for the 22nd, and here and there
were divans covered with college pillows. As the mid-
night hour approached, after several rousing yells, both
from the cast and from the girls, and many congratulations,
the cast boarded the 12:42 train for Lynchburg.
—A. M. W.
ADVERTISEMENTS
YOU CAN'T STOP US—WE ARE
BOUND FOR
Garland & Mcintosh
THE CLEAN, BUSY, DRUG STORE
Where we get EVERYTHING from
The Best Stationery and
Toilet Articles
TO
Nunnally^s Candies
TELL "HIM" TO BRING YOU A BOX
Literary Society Paper
35c per box
Guaranteed Fountain
Pens, $1 each
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Mr. Coyner—Miss M., how would you illustrate this?
Miss M-r-t-r—By a square.
Mr. Coyner—Won't a circle do?
Miss M-r-t-r—Oh yes, that's all right, just so it has
four sides.
S.—Fashion says that skirts are to be worn longer than
ever.
H.—I've worn this one of mine two years already.
A-o-s-e T-r-i-n—Wasn't last week's Life bum?
F-n-i-e-m B-o-k-s—It surely was the longest, bummest
week I ever saw.
Uncle Robert (to Mr. Eason)—Miss Tompson says she
wants yo' bones, suh.
E-l-y M-n-d-e—Why on earth are you in such a hurry?
A-tt-e D-a-s (madly rushing up stairs after Sunday
School)—I've got to go and take off my suit and give it to
another girl to wear to church!
R-b-c-a R-b-n-on—Miss Sutherlin, who were Robert
Lee's feline friends?
Miss S.—Who were they, class?
R-b-c-a—They must have been Presbyterians.
Mr. G. (after political discussion)—Mr. L., I think you
had better read Mr. Roosevelt's autobiography.
Mr. L.—Who wrote that thing anyway?
GERM PROOF LAUGHTER
Biology Pupil—When I got out of that room I just fell
into peroxide of laughter.
ADVERTISEMENTS
State Female Normal School
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
Splendidly Equipped for the Training
of Teachers
A Training School consisting of a Kindergarten and
Eight Grades.
Every Graduate is an Experienced Teacher when she
receives her Diploma.
Courses
:
FOUR-YEAE ACADEMIC COUESE
TWO-YEAE PEOFESSIONAL COURSE
(Based on High School Graduation)
TWO-YEAR KINDERGARTEN COURSE
ELEMENTARY COURSE
The leading Universities, Colleges and Normal Schools
of the country are represented in the Faculty, and each
Instructor has had special training for the work of his
Department.
For information concerning State Scholarships, and
details of the work offered, address
J. L. JARMAN, President
Farmville, Va,
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WHY WE TAKE "THE FOCUS"
Hocus, pocus, dominocus,
Tell us why we take "The Focus."
Just to keep up with the times,
With the stories and the rhymes?
Just to keep up with the ads,
•And the merchants' latest fads?
Just to keep up with the facts
That are happening at our backs?
Just to pay that extra cash,
So it won't be spent on trash?
Just to read the stories? Never!
Our text-books are more clever.
Who will fall down through his collar
When we suggest that big round dollar?
We take "The Focus," isn't it strange?
For our dollar in exchange.
Hocus, pocus, dominocus,
That is why we take "The Focus."
—Fanny Wilson.
RIGHT BACK
"Does your mother allow you to have things charged
at the stores?" asked an inquisitive Senior of a Junior.
"Oh, I think she would, but—"
*'But the stores wouldn't—is that what you were going
to add?"
"Oh, no. I was going to say that she gives me plenty
of money with which to pay cash. Does yours?"
ADVERTISEMENTS
THE
Planters Bank of Farmville
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital and Surplus, $100,000
City and County Depository
Nearly a half century of experience enables this Bank to offer a ser-
vice and security that is unexcelled
WALTER SCOTT, Cashier
Ladies' Gymnasium Suits and
Athletic Apparel
Endorsed and used by the leading physical edu-
cators; made under conditions approved
by Consumers' League
SEND FOE OUE CATALOG
Columbia Gymnasium Suit Company
30X Congress Street BOSTON, MASS,
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THAT'S|WHAT IT'S FOR
Caller—Do you believe in wearing false hair?
Hostess—Why, certainly. What else would one do
with it?
DIFFICULT WALKING
"Help! Help!" cried an Italian laborer, near the mud
flats of the Sacramento River.
"What's the matter there?" came a voice from the con-
struction shanty.
"Queek! Bringa da shovel! Bringa da peek! Biov-
anni's stuck in da mud."
"How far in?"
"Up to his knees."
"Oh, let him walk out."
"No, no. He no canna walk. He wronga end up."
AT A DISADVANTAGE
Two boys, who managed to be rather unruly in school,
so exasperated their teacher that she ordered them to
remain after school and write their names five hundred
times.
They plunged into the task. Some fifteen minutes
later one of them grew uneasy and began watching his
companion in despair.
Suddenly the watcher burst out between his sobs and
said, '"Tain't fair, mum; his name's Buck and mine's
Schkuttermeyer . '
'
ADVERTISEMENTS
To Future Teachers of Virginia
We desire to inform you that the Virginia
School Supply Co. carries everything es-
sential to help the teacher, such as
School Desks
Recitation Seats
Assembly Room Chairs
Teachers' Desks and Chairs
School Room Bookcases
Virgoplate Blackboards, Maps
and Globes
Virginia School Supply Co.
P. O. Box 474, No. i8 South gth Street
RICHMOND, VA.
ADVERTISEMENTS
Jewelry for the Normal Girl
....AT....
MARTIN'S
A nice selection always on
hand, suitable for all your
wants. Special attention given
orders for Class and Society
Pins, Medals, Rings, etc.
ETIMATES GIVEN UPON REQUEST
William D. Martin
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
317 Main Street Farmville, Va.
WHEN ROBIN HOODWANTED A PEN
For one of his rich prisoners to sign a cheque,
he singled out a wild goose from a flock going
overhead, and with a skillfully shot arrow laid
the bird at his feet. But you can't do this, and
the safest plan is to invest in one of our
FOUNTAIN PENS
and be ready for all emergencies. We are
agents for ''WATERMAN'S IDEAU' and
i2£7M£7X—prices from $1 to $10.
Anybody will tell you that our line of Station-
ery, Toilet Articles, Bristle Goods, Perfumes,
Talcums, Manicure Sets is far Mid away ahead
of any of our competitors.
WE WANT YOUR TRADE
WHITE DRUG COMPANY
THE LEADERS FOR FIFTY YEARS
ADVERTISEMENTS
Patronize Your Advertisers
BUY OF US
OLIVES
PICKLES
CANNED GOODS
CAKES AND CRACKERS
FRUITS
Hot Peanuts all the time
All kinds of Shelled Nuts
Chas. Bugg & Son
THE PURE FOOD STORE
R. A. BALDWIN & SONS
QUALITY, PRICE and SERVICE STORE
We cater to the wants of the S. N. S. Girls
We carry at all times a complete and up-to-the-minute
stock of Dry Goods, Notions, Shoes, Ladies' Eeady-to-
"Wear, Fancy Goods, Corsete, Hosiery, Tailored Waists,
Middies, etc. We are agents for the world-famous
Dorothy Dodd and Smith's Sterling Shoes
Priced from $2.50 to $4.50
Agents for Warner's Guaranteed Eust-Proof Corsets, Buster
Brown and Quaker Maid Hosiery; agents for Butterick
Patterns—all patterns in stock. Lady clerks to serve you.
Bundles delivered promptly. If you buy at BALDWIN'S
you get the BEST.
LADIES' COATS AND SUITS A SPECIALTY
BALDWIN'S DEPARTMENT STORE, = Farmville, Va.
ADVERTISEMENTS ' r*!^-"PEaBg^
Here Comes the Bride
Give us your order for your BEIDAL BOUQUET.
We can furnish you with all kinds of Flowers and
Ferns at reasonable prices. Don' t miss us.
A. T. Gray Drug Co.
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
^A full line of Perfumes, Toilet Articles and everything
necessary for the requirements of the most fastidious in this
line. ^Hot and Cold Drinks served at our fountain.
^Eegistered Druggist always in charge of Prescription
Department.
W. J. Hillsman & Co.
Dry Goods, Notions and Dealers in Ladies'
Ready-to-Wear Garments
Ladies' Fine Shoes a Specialty
r "REGAL," "The Shoe that Proves"
Agencies^ "THE AMERICAN LADY," and
(UNION SHOE COMPANY
The teachers and scholars of the school are invited to
inspect our lines.
W. J. Hillsman & Co.
ADVERTISEMENTS
JUST A MERE LIKENESS IS NOT SUF-
FICIENT IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
PORTRAITURE
There must be CHARACTER shown, or
in other words—Art, Originality and Life.
Just that is my "calling''
—
Original Ideas in Artistic
Portrait Photography
You are always welcome iu my studio to iD^pcct
the work, Hud will not be asked to buy.
MATHEWSON
Successor to
H. H. HUNT
Farmville, Virginia
Anderson Drug Company
NEW CATALOGUE daily, weekly or monthly.The goods you want most and want to get right
away, are the goods you see advertised when you
pick up a paper, monthly magazine or weekly. These
periodicals really serve as our catalogues, because, if
you see it advertised "we have it," and will sell it to
you for less than you can order it. Besides, you don't
want to "order"
—
you want it now. Tbe very next
time you see something advertised you want, come
into our store and see if we have it.
'The Drug Store on the Corner"
FARMVILLE, VIRGINIA
ADVERTISEMENTS
College Work Our Specialty
**A Man Without a Hobby is Like
A Man Without a Home"
eOUR HOBBY is the intelligent handling of
College Annuals, Magazines, Catalogs and
JJ Illustrated Booklets. We are thoroughly
conversant with the special requirements of College
Work, have an experienced organization and
modern equipment. It will be to your advantage to
let u^ handle your next order.
Dulaney-Boatwright Co., Inc.
Printers—Binders— Designers—Engravers
Lynchburg, Virginia
BUSY?
Of course we are busy. The
new autumn and winter
**Queen Qaattiy^'' styles have
just come in. They're attract-
ing the women of Farmville
and vicinity to our store in
shoals. Better drop in early
today, if possible, to get your
new fall styles while our as-
sortment of these smart de
signs is at its best.
RICHARDSON ^'
& CRALLE
S//0£
ADVERTISEMENTS
ALL OF THE GIRLS KNOW US
BECAUSE WE ARE KNOWN TO PLEASE
The MISSES DAVIDSON
Carry your shoes to the
—
ELECTRIC SHOE SHOP
where they use the BEST Leather and work-
manship —
We can fix them while you wait
The Peoples National Bank
FARMVILLE, VA.
Capital ... $50,000.00
We respectfully solicit accounts from the
Faculty and Students of the State Normal
School ^ ^ Jt Jk j/k jb
O. M. ROBESON, President J. L. BDGG, Cashier
B. T. BONDURANT, Vice-President J. W. HUBBARD, Asst. Cashier
ADVERTISEMENTS
BOOKS ! BOOKS! ! BOOKS!!!
QOOKS of all kinds. For the Class Room, the Home
Circle, the Farm, the Pupil, the Teacher. Books
on Methods of Education a Specialty :: :: ::
The MacMillan Company
PUBLISHERS - NEW YORK
Representative, W. S. GOOCH, University, Virginia
A. H. PETTING
MANUFACTURER OF
GREEK LETTER
FRATERNITY JEWELRY
213 N. Liberty St. Baltimore, Md.
Factory 212 Little Sharp Street
L. M. JONES & SON
The New Store
*
fTI ANDIES, cakes, FBUITS and SOFT DRINKS
^y just as fresh ascour'store is new. ^ This is the
^y best^place for school girls to buy.
C. E. CHAPPELL COMPANY
DEALERS IN
Confectioneries, Fruits
Blank Books, Stationery
Agency for Huyler's Candy and Shepherd's Cream
ADVER TISE MENTS
N. B. DAVIDSON'S
Is THE place for Normal School Girls
It is THE place to buy
New styles are Never lacking
And prices are Never high
R.W.CARNETT&CO.
CLOTHING
MILLINERY
Dry Goods, Notions and Shoes
FARMVILLE, - VIRGINIA
Paulett Crockery Co.
The "Sta-Kleen'' Store
We ship all bills over $3.00 to any place
in the State
A Specialty of Bridal Presents
ARK YOU HUNQR^?
GOING TO ENTERTAIN?
£5lL« THE HOME BAKERY
Hot Rolls, Pies, Cakes
Cream Puffs, Doughnuts
PROMPT ATTENTION GIVEN SPECIAL ORDE R S
ADVERTISEMENTS
Normal School Supplies
Make WADE'S Your Headquarters
DEALER IN
CONFECTIONERIES, FEUITS, STATIONERY
CANNED GOODS, OLIVES, PICKLES ....
HOT AND COLD
FOUNTAIN DRINKS
Waiting to serve you
A. V. WAD -V
DR. B. E. HAMLET and DR. J. H. COCKS
DENTISTS
Office over
^if ififiS Br^ Office Hours
:
Bugg's Pure Food Store \5IIKr 8.30 to 5.30
PHONE 197
B. D. SMITH & BROS.
PRINTERS
PUIvASKI, VIRQINIA
ADVERTISEMENTS
GEO. RICHARDSON & CO.
Successors to Richardson & Davidson Co.
Dealers in
Staple and Fancy Groceries
Dry Goods, Boots
and Shoes
MILTON BRADLEY CO.
A few materials you will need for that Primary Industrial Work:
Bradley Tinted Construction Paper; The Latshaw Rules; The
Bradley Card Cutters; Adhezo, The New Paste Glue, Stickiest
Ever Made; Industrial Weaving Mats; The Book, Primary
Manual Work, Tells You How to Do it. Send for Catalogs.
MILTON BRADLEY COMPANY
1209 Arch Street Philadelphia
MRS. L. L. KEISTER
DEALER IN
DRY GOODS, NOTIONS, FANCY GOODS
AND LADIES' GOODS GENERALLY
Farmville, Virginia
WAS IT INSURED?
Everybody asks this question after a fire ? The next question, which
is just as important, "WHAT COMPANY ?" A great majority of prop-
erty owners do not even know the NAME of the Company whose policy
may be their only asset in case of disaster. Do YOU know ? If our label
is on your policy you have "INSUKANCE THAT INSURES," and do
not have to worry.
GARLAND & MARTIN CO., FarmviUe, Va»
Jos. E. Garland E. Scott Maetin Frank S. Blanton
ADVERTISEME NTS
Tnr WinXDni H ^^i°S^ ^o your home all of
Inil VlblliU Ln the world's best in vocal and
instrumental music, by the world's greatest artists. Noth-
ing can give you so much real pleasure for so small an ex-
pense. Very interesting and instructive. Catalogs free.
Please write for same. VICTROUS, $10 to $200. Special Terms.
J. B. OGDEN
210 Eighth Street -:- LYNCHBURG, VA.
Iv. C. MARTTIN
Commercial Printer
Perforating Staple Binding
High-Grade Work Lowest Prices
PROMPT SERVICE
Phone i6o -:- -:- -:- Farmville, Va.
DR, P, W. BECKHAM
DKNTIST"
Office Over ^Vhite Drug Co. Farmville, Va.
DR. M. POWELL TYNES
DENTIST
Phone 251 8.30 to i p. m. a to 5.30 p. m.
Office over Peoples Bank FARMVILLE, VA.
ADVERTISEMENTS
AreYou Hungry, Girls?
If so, it is your own fault, because D. W. Gilliam's store
is just across the street, supplied with all kinds of
good things
D. W. GILLIAM
VIRGINIA CAFE
BEST
^^
Place in Town for Ladies
Kind of Drinks at Our Fountain
Things to Eat They is
Attention to Normal School Girls
W. "T. DOYNE
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
AND FURNITURE DEALER
Full line of FURNITURE, PICTURES
GRAPHOPHONE RECORDS, &c.
Try me before buying elsewhere
ILLUSTRATED BOOKS
BY HELEN A. CLARKE
Written for Lovers of Literature and of Travel
The Poet's New England—8 vo. Illustrated. Cloth. Boxed . . $2-50 Net
Hawthorne's Country—8 vo. 24 illustrations. Cloth. Boxed
. .
. $2.50 Net
Longfellow's Country—8 vo. 32 illustrations. Cloth. Boxed .
. $2.50 Net
Ancient Myths In Modern Ports—8 vo. 12 illustrations. Cloth. Boxed, $2.00 Net
A Guide to Mythology—12 mo. Illustrated. Cloth $1.25 Net
Browning's Italy—8 vo. Illustrated. Cloth. Boxed $2.00 Net
Browning's England—8 vo. Illustrated. Cloth. Boxed $2.00 Net
AT ALL BOOK STORES
THE BAKER & TAYLOR COMPANY
Wholesale Dealers |in the Books of all Publishers
3S-87 East 17th Street, NEW YORK CITY Union Square North
ADVERTISEMENTS
Colonial Shoes for Women
ARE FAMOUS
NO MORE JfeP RO NO LESS
Evening Slippers, all shades, the $4 and $6 kind,
$2.50. Mail orders filled promptly.
COLONIAL SHOE SHOP
209 N. 6th Street Richmond, Va.
BARROW COAL CO.
Dealers in Raven Red Ash, Splint
Pocahontas and Virginia City Coal
Anthracite All Sizes.
FARMVILLE - - - VIRGINIA
Dyeing, Cleaning, Pressing
Repairing and Special
Laundry
MRS. LULA B. COLES
602 Main Street .'. Farmville, Virginia
PLEASE GIVE ME A CALL
The Farmville Herald
Is the best advertising medium in Southside
Virginia. ^The job printing department is the
most complete of any outside the cities.
flYour patronage is respectfully solicited.
ADVERTISEME NTS
REMEMBER
You can always find a complete line of
Dry Goods, Notions, Hosiery
Gloves and Shoes
AT
L, ]. Verser & Son's
_____
Our lines will compare with the best in
QUALITY, STYLE AND SERVICE
We solicit a share of your patronage.
The E. B. Taylor Co.
Importers and Manufacturers' Agents
China, Glassware and House-Furnishing Goods.
Full line Cut Glass, Brass Goods and everything
suitable for Wedding Presents. :: :: ::
Hotel and School Supplies a Specialty
lOII-iOia E. Main St. 23 W. Broad St. I0I0°I0I2 B. Gary St.
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
5c to fe.oo Store
The Most Attractive Store in Farmville
The store that sells everything under the sun. "We sell
5c and 10c articles of every description that please the
NORMAL GIELS.
5c to ^5.00 Store
Tlie Hoii«e of Satisfaction
ADVERTISEMENTS
Established 1872 Excelled by None
E, A. WRIGHT
ENGRAVER PRINTER STATIONER
Commencement Invitations
Dance Invitations
Programs, Menus
Fraternity Inserts, Stationery
Class Pins, Visiting Cards
Wedding Announcements
and Invitations
Photo Engraving and
Half Tone Work
Photogravure
Lithographing
1108 Chestnut Street : Philadelphia
Freear's Drug Store
Daggett's Chocolates
THE BEST YET
"Necco Sweets"
Sweet as Honey from the Clover
Stationery and
Toilet Articles
EVERYTHING NEW Bargains Every Saturday



